Building the idea James Jones

James Jones formed Jones Moore
Architecture with Petrina Moore in
2015. From 2010 to 2015 he was
design director with Architectus
Melbourne, his second tenure at that
practice, originally being co-designer
on the competition-winning design
for the Queensland Gallery of Modern
Art. In recent years, James has also
practiced at Morris Nunn & Associates
and as a director at HBV Architects in
Hobart. He was previously president
of the Tasmanian Chapter of the
Australian Institute of Architects and
adjunct professor at the School of
Architecture and Design, University of
Tasmania. James’ approach to
architecture privileges the pursuit of
built ideas through a deep
understanding of both project and
site – what he describes as finding
their design ‘DNA.’

“I used to hang out at the local
carpenter’s workshop, where my
uncles crafted very beautiful,
sinuous, timber sulkies.”

From the ground up
Could you tell us a little about your personal journey into
architecture, especially the early years?
I grew up in an idyllic pastoral landscape amid an overlay of very
significant Georgian properties. I explored this landscape through
the river systems and back roads around Cressy in the Northern
Midlands, fishing with my father along the Macquarie and Lake
Rivers and making roadside postal deliveries in school holidays
to some of Tasmania’s great heritage properties – places such as
Panshanger, Richmond Hill, Connorville, Pisa and Lake House.
Also, there were the sheds, barns, stables and country churches.
I remember country dances held in shearing sheds. These building
types were my everyday and I, like so many other architects, respect
their authenticity and hold a deep admiration for these humble,
sometimes breathtaking, rural settings. My mother’s family home,
The Poplars, was big and old, with a labyrinth of sheds, stables and
old trees – perhaps it worked its magic on me too.
I remember when my world broadened. A Citroen Safari wagon,
architecture on wheels, cruised past me when I was about nine.
Then, on a high school excursion, I viewed the Sydney Opera House
from atop the old AMP building at Circular Quay.
I was about 13 years old when I knew architecture was my
vocation. The encouragement to self-educate, received from the likes
of Tasmanian painter Geoff Dyer, who was both my high school art
teacher and footy coach, was invaluable. Likewise, my father, Cyril,
was a schoolteacher and my mother, Kathleen Flanagan, painted,
wrote poetry and prose and read widely.
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Sketches for the winning scheme of the Centenary of Federation Place competition (2001)

My parents were both great teachers, although Kathleen never
formally taught. Both had a way of imparting knowledge or wisdom
without anyone really noticing. Importantly, in a very conservative
and parochial town, my parents encouraged integrity and freedom
– to be true and open to exploration and change. Those values have
upheld every project I’ve undertaken. I’ve also tried to convey those
ideals to all architectural students that I’ve taught – quite a few
by now, with varying degrees of success.
Hobart’s radical environmental design course, conceived
and directed by Barry McNeill during the late 70s and early 80s,
was a perfect fit for me. The approach to architectural and design
‘problems’ was via exploration, including innovative or ‘leftfield’ ideas.
I have worked for over 20 years with my architectural partner in life,
Petrina Moore, and together we go about quietly instilling meaningful
narratives into projects of all kinds. As a graduate, prior to registration,
I worked in local Hobart practices and also developed my own
projects. I was lucky to be instilled with a full and thorough
understanding of traditional processes and the craft of detailing
and documentation. Inspiration came from many friends and
colleagues locally – from the elegant structures and gentle tenacity
of JH Esmond Dorney, ways of seeing made explicit by Richard
LePlastrier, Rory Spence and Peter Myers, to the expansive
engineering genius of Jim Gandy. Michael Viney introduced me
to rigorous clarity in architectural drawing, while the friendship
of Leigh Woolley and David Travalia has sustained great architectural
dinners and discussions, ever since our student days together.

Architecture fit for place and purpose
To what degree do you believe Australian social and cultural
conditions have an influence on Australian architecture?
Do architectural developments internationally have an impact here?
Culture and architecture are inseparable in any era; architectural
expression in Australia is no exception. The process of colonial
settlement brought with it the importation and overlay of one
culture over another, initially expressed in Australia through
Georgian, Regency and then Victorian architectural styles and,
since then, through various genres and influences to the present.
Taking the style or look and feel of one building, from a different
culture, climate and circumstance, and transforming that set of
visual ideas and applying it to another building type, say in Australia,
is a contradiction in terms of how we should design buildings
to perform. The digital revolution has accelerated the transfer
of ideas from elsewhere.
But even though we embrace products, inventions, new cars
and garments, electronic equipment and household goods without
question, a mainstream appreciation and immediate acceptance of
contemporary architecture is still, at best, sceptical. This scepticism
is, in part, due to a lack of appreciation of the role and value of
architecture and partly through a lack of capital to produce high
quality buildings as exemplary precedents. There is a conundrum:
the nation has insufficient or inadequate funding allocated to
deliver a quality built environment and a population sceptical of
contemporary architecture, but also has high expectations of world’s
best ‘green’ practice.
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Likewise, the ‘green star’ method of rating a building’s environmental performance has, in effect, forced the building industry
to address sustainability by ticking a checklist, while denying
issues around location and the quantity of materials used.
Until we embrace sustainability holistically, at every level
of individual life experience, we will continue to fool ourselves
that our sustainable practices are life enhancing, while on an
annual basis houses burn to the ground or flood up to their eaves.
The other disturbing dichotomy that has pervaded the sustainability
debate recently in Australia is the overbearing predictions and
legislative precautions against sea level fluctuations (which occur
naturally), while the real threat of rising floodwater constantly
emerges from inland.
We need to develop a more sophisticated, intelligent and honest
approach to sustainability, where the outcome is far more holistic.
Can we learn from British colonialism and all of the science available
at our fingertips? Do we continue hoping to solve environmental
problems by ticking off ‘the checklist’ to feel comfortable about what
we are doing or to simply put it all down to a change in the climate?

“Sitting behind each building design
there is a set of ideas that are
a direct response to the project’s
circumstance. In a sense, we might
see the architect as the medium
through which the ideas pass.”

A conduit for ideas
How would you describe the role of the architect?
Rem Koolhaas wrote in S, M, L, XL that the architect has three
emotions: elation (you have the project); suspense (will they like it);
with the third emotion bound up in the complex, vulnerable state
where the client either does not like or understand what the architect
has designed, leading to the onset of disappointment. Unlike the
freedom of many art forms, architecture is a creative discipline
that involves complex processes, careful negotiation with many
people, time and resources, many of which are not under the control
of the architect.
The discipline of architecture is specialist yet all
encompassing, in that it includes an understanding of the utility
of enclosed and open space, construction, materiality, philosophy,
sociology, psychology, economics, physics, chemistry, ergonomics,
human behaviour, politics, statutory requirements and many
intangibles. Sitting behind each building design there is a set
of ideas that are a direct response to the project’s circumstance.
In a sense, we might see the architect as the medium through
which the ideas pass – and you have to build the idea, that is
the objective of architecture. There is no point investing creative
energy if the design is going to be diluted; this is the greatest
disappointment for the architect. The relationship between
architect, structural engineer, client and builder is absolutely
crucial, and that success is all based on shared vision and mutual
respect to get the best result.
Architecture becomes special, exemplary and sometimes
brilliant when the idea and concept transcend the ordinary,
when the design enters the intangible, unquantifiable, abstract
or metaphorical realm. The best way I have found to do this is
to let the idea emerge naturally through the process. This can
be excruciating for the client if, after some time has elapsed,
all that they see is a few lightning sketches or scribbles on paper
with no apparent resolution.

Sketch of Centenary of Federation Place competition (2001) – column plans for the centre
of the ‘place’. Columns sit on stone and water tablets, representing the location of the
Australian states and territories and the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples
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Design through drawing
How do you overcome design ‘blanks’?

Section of Centenary of Federation Place describing public transport infrastructure

The method that I often use to overcome a ‘design blank’ is to change
the scale of analysis – to a larger scale, so that I can abstract and
defer the detail of the 25,000 decisions to come, not yet required,
but sensed as imminent.
Changing the scale of analysis, say from a building scale of
1:100 or 1:200, instantly changes the way to see and therefore
to design. It immediately solicits different types of considerations,
and thoughts, particularly about the broader context. Conversely,
I also like to go in to 1:1 – full-size details drawn by hand, to check
on the size of welds and whether the details are correct. If changing
the scale doesn’t work, I know it’s time for a break, to let the mind
clear and await the way to proceed.
I suppose that all architects, designers, writers or artists reach
that moment of fear of the blank canvas, where there is nothing
to show for all the thinking and time invested at the front end. Ideas,
even for small projects, take time to emerge. One skill I consider still
relevant and that should be part of any aspiring architect’s armour,
is the ability to design and draw freehand in front of a client.
I encourage students and graduates to develop the focus,
concentration and awareness that is required to correlate and
coordinate the mind’s eye with drawn information – whether drawn
by hand or computer. I still believe that the immediacy of drawing
and sketching, by hand, gives a different level of engagement and
connection – the process can fracture when the act is diluted
and communal. Identifying assumptions, ‘redefining’ or interrogating
the brief are also intelligent starting points for young architects, too.
I’d also suggest that the creative process must carry right through
the working drawings and construction phase for good quality
architecture to be achieved. The assumption that the design process
finishes at the schematic design phase of a project is naïve: drawing
details or decision-making in a construction phase requires design
expertise, too.
Of course, architecture isn’t just drawing buildings – it is the
intelligence of creating social, physical and spatial environments.
Building the idea usually requires allowing clear ideas and intentions
to fully inform the plan and section drawings. Understanding
the essence of a project and its site – finding the ‘DNA’ or narrative
– is the approach I found, and still employ, to respect and fully
comprehend the opportunity of each architectural project.

Building futures
What have been the big shifts in architecture since you started out?
What do you believe the future holds for architecture and the city?
When I started out in architecture in the late 1970s the vision for the
future was very much focussed on the end of the 20th century. The
energy crisis and risk of nuclear war were fresh in people’s minds and
it was recognised that analytical and problem-solving skills were
becoming ever more important, if we were to be able to intervene in
the built environment with integrity. Reliance on ‘old school
architectural thinking’ was no longer seen as the way forward,
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so embedding sound environmental principles into the location,
site planning and design of buildings was high on the educational
agenda, even though industry and the profession had not fully
endorsed this approach at the time.
Then came the 1980s, where the tectonic, functional and even
environmental approaches were replaced by a more decorative,
image-based architecture, where postmodernism prevailed and
environmental architecture was confined to a few ‘solar architects.’
Australia is still paying for this era, where the rush for development
at all costs and the perpetuation of style over substance has, in
effect, subverted sound environmental planning and contemporary
architectural design.
Australian architecture manifests now through a diverse
range of approaches, from the tectonic, functional and rational,
to a more applied environmental or metaphorical external skin.
The best of Australian architecture is moving toward a contemporary
environmental response, employing innovative green technologies,
sophisticated spatial intelligence, and a range of expressive forms,
which places Australian architects in a strong position now, as they
move to a global client base.
Outside architecture, ordinary everyday things that we take
for granted increasingly fixate me and I find myself revaluing them,
even though they appear simple or unfashionable. Fishing in the
remote Central Highlands of Tasmania, casting a trout fly, watching
the Southern Lights or listening in silence are cherished in a world
of pixels, megabytes, uploading and downloading between logging
on and off. I look forward to what’s next, after email, after laptops
and mobile phones, after the reductive process of us all becoming
two-finger typists.

“The rush for development at all
costs and the perpetuation of style
over substance has, in effect,
subverted sound environmental
planning and contemporary
architectural design.”

This sketch investigates the potential for air handling plant and equipment as a teaching tool for technical education for the Sustainable Industries Education Centre
adaptive re-use project in Adelaide. Rigging, ducts and pipes are all exposed and working for all to see, observe and learn from
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2010
— Trial Bay House
Kettering, Tasmania
HBV Architects
James Jones / Scott Christensen /
Helen Daly / Ray Heffernan /
Petrina Moore
The reorganisation of an existing
dwelling together with an addition
of a living room, verandah,
courtyard and garage, the house
is located at Trial Bay overlooking
the D’Entrecasteaux Channel.
The Channel Room is like an
abstraction of a camera, with
apertures adjusted to subject,
view and light. The room projects
toward the Channel, maximising
direct sunlight and the outlook.
Collaboration between architect
and structural engineer ensured
the smooth fabrication and erection
of the precast concrete panels.
Image — Ray Joyce
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This commission started out as an
alteration and addition to a Ray
Heffernan house from the 1980s,
so there were good bones, although it was not
one of Heffernan’s standout projects. The clients
didn’t push a style or image, but worked with me
toward an unexpected outcome. The structural
engineer Jim Gandy, who I have worked with
for almost a generation, produced a set of
concrete details that belie the material itself.
Most people who see the building addition
cannot believe that it is a precast structure
built offsite and assembled in a day.”
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1988

1989

2006

2007

2014

1 — Garden Room
South Hobart, Tasmania
James Jones Architect
James Jones

2 — Suber House
Lucaston, Tasmania
James Jones Architect
James Jones

The Garden Room adjoins a small
house on a steep wooded hillside,
also designed by the architect.
Both constructions reuse remnants
of previous buildings destroyed
by wild bushfires. The architect
conceived of the upper room as
a raised platform and hovering roof,
rising from columns anchored to
sandstone blocks. The northern wall
is fully glazed to receive direct winter
sunlight, while other windows frame
views. Glazing between the walls
and ceiling offers slivers of light
and view, emphasising the curved
form of the low-slung roof.
Image — John de la Roche

The idea for this house, located
on a steep hillside, was to make
a single-level living platform with
ancillary space beneath. Living areas
enjoy valley outlooks and northern
orientation. Exposed rock and
a slope of 1:2 gave rise to a thin
plan, one room wide and 30m long,
running with the contour. Approach
is from above, making the curved
roof design, which uses laminated
timber technology, a central element.
The roof screens the interior for
privacy from the road above and
deflects the eye across the valley.
Image — Leigh Woolley

3 — Gallery of Modern Art
Brisbane, Queensland
Architectus
Kerry Clare / Lindsay Clare /
James Jones / Petrina Moore /
John Norman / Geoffrey Way/
John Grealey/Peter Roy

4 — Aurora Energy Southern
Operations Facility
Cambridge, Tasmania
HBV Architects
James Jones / Paul Newman /
Charles Voss / John Hodgman

5 - William Macmahon Ball Theatre
Old Arts Building,
University of Melbourne
Architectus
Marina Carroll / James Jones /
Joanne King / Petrina Moore /
Len Parker / Peter Slifirski /
Ruth Wilson / Toby Woolley

A storage and administration facility,
the main store building required
a 38m-clear-span with a building
Galleries are notoriously introverted, length of approximately 140m,
with particular requirements for the
enclosing 5000sqm on the one level.
control of natural light, humidity and
The roof extends with a 12m overhang
temperature. The desire with GOMA to the logistics platform for allwas to make it as extroverted as
weather loading. To reduce steel
possible, with a high degree of transsection sizes to 460 universal beams,
parency and connectivity to the city,
protruding masts with suspension
without compromising its purpose.
rods pick up the
A requirement for after-hours
mid-spans and cantilevered
cinema access led to a foyer/atrium
overhang, enlivening the structure
spanning the width of the building. A
and referencing the company’s
transverse atrium running the length of core business of energy transfer.
the block completes the diagram,
Image — Ray Joyce
delivering natural light and city views.
Image — John Gollings
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The William McMahon Ball Theatre
is a new teaching space built within
the Old Arts building at the University
of Melbourne. The hemicycle plan
form, cross-section, detailing,
selection of materials, colour and
spatial arrangement all work together
in direct response to function,
encouraging face-to-face interaction
and supporting current pedagogical
thinking. A ceiling form of triangulated
translucent acrylic defines space,
lights the room and distributes sound
evenly throughout the room.
Image – Brendan Finn
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